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Ncell Axiata Limited: [ICRANP] LA/A1 assigned 

March 22, 2021 
 

Summary of rated instruments 

Instrument*  Rated Amount (NPR Million) Rating Action 

Long-term loans; fund-based 23,000 [ICRANP] LA; assigned 

Short-term loans; fund-based  4,000 [ICRANP] A1; assigned 

 Total 27,000   
* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has assigned a long-term rating of [ICRANP] LA (pronounced ICRA NP L A) to the long-term loans and a short-

term rating of [ICRANP] A1 (pronounced ICRA NP A one) to the short-term loans of Ncell Axiata Limited (Ncell). 

 

Rationale 
The assigned ratings factor in Ncell’s adequate track record of operations (since 2005, as the first private sector GSM 

operator in Nepal) and its strong market positioning with >50% share in the Nepalese telecom industry revenues. The 

ratings also factor in the high entry barriers in telecom market and near-saturation subscriber base, which augurs well 

for the established players like Ncell. The ratings also consider Ncell’s strong financial profile characterized by 

comfortable gearing level, both in relation to its net worth as well as operating revenues (TD/TNW of 1.05 times and 

TD/OPBDITA of ~0.8 times as of mid-July 2020). Despite the decline in recent years, the company’s profitability indicators 

continue to remain robust, driven by a healthy operating profit margin of ~54% in FY2020. Although ICRA Nepal expects 

the industry margin to moderate over the medium term, in line with the industry trend and growing competition, Ncell’s 

overall financial profile is expected to remain healthy with comfortable debt coverage indicators. The rating action also 

derives comfort from the company’s experienced board members and management team as well as its strong promoter 

profile with a ~80% stake held ultimately by the Axiata Group Berhad1, which has a long-track record in the telecom 

sector across multiple Asian countries.  

 

Nonetheless, the ratings are constrained by the sustained and ongoing moderation in the industry revenue as well as 
margins on account of price competition. This has led to a decline in the average revenue per user (ARPU) and hence 
impacted the company’s revenue profile. ICRA Nepal also notes the impact of capital gain taxes2 (CGT, that materialized 
in FY2019) on Ncell’s financial profile. The sizeable tax liability coupled with Ncell’s consistently high dividend payout in 
the following years has increased the company’s’ reliance on borrowed fund and has reduced its resilience towards 
probable shocks in future. Rating concerns also arise from moderate liquidity profile of the company as reflected in a 
modest current ratio of 0.59 times and high total outsider liabilities to tangible net worth at ~5 times as of mid-July 2020; 
resulting from high trade and capex related payables. Rating concerns also arise from the regulatory as well technological 
obsolescence risks, which remains high for telecom industry in general. Going forward, Ncell’s ability to maintain its 
market share as well as financial indicators in the face of declining revenue and margins as well as maintain comfortable 
debt coverage and capitalisation indicators, will remain key rating sensitivities. 

 

 

Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 
Strong operational profile as the revenue market leader in Nepalese telecom sector – Despite being the second entrant 

in the market, Ncell has been able to secure a leadership market position in terms of revenue base with >50% share in 

 
1 Rated by Moody’s at Baa2.  
2 ~NPR 47 billion (including interest of ~NPR 11 billion), which reduced the company’s opening reserves by 60% and led to sizeable 

losses of ~NPR 31.5 billion for the year. 
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the industry revenues (albeit with a slightly declining trend). This was supported by its customer-oriented 

products/services along with aggressive marketing activities. Among the revenue segments, Ncell has >60% market share 

in international long distance (ILD) calls and data, with increasing data usage per user. This remains a positive in terms of 

future revenue growth, which is likely to remain more reliant on data. With adequate track record in the industry (since 

2005), Ncell has a sizeable subscriber base with a good brand recall and market positioning. This along with other entry 

barriers to the industry are expected to help Ncell in maintaining its operational profile. 

 

Robust capitalisation and coverage indicators – Despite having a high dividend payout, Ncell has been maintaining a 

sizeable reserves position. Hence, its capitalisation and coverage indicators remain strong, with a gearing of 1.0 times as 

of mid-July 2020 and total Debt/OPBDITA of 0.8 times in FY2020, despite sizeable debt utilisation that started from the 

same year. These indicators are expected to further improve as the repayment of term debt starts from FY2021. 

 

Strong financial profile – Ncell’s operating margins remained healthy at ~54% in FY2020, despite a gradual decline over 

the years, mainly on account of shrinking high-margin ILD revenues and increasing price competition, leading to declining 

ARPUs. ICRA Nepal expects the company’s debt service indicators to remain comfortable given its good profitability and 

generally healthy cash accruals. Given its traction with the bankers as a large depositor till the recent past, Ncell has been 

able to source funding at attractive rates, which also remains a positive. 

 

Strong promoter profile and experienced directors/management – Since April 2016, Ncell has become a part of the 
Axiata Group Berhad (Axiata), which indirectly acquired a 80% stake in the company, with the rest 20% being held by 
local partner, Sunivera Capital Venture P. Ltd. The major promoter Group, Axiata, has an extensive experience in the 
telecom sector across multiple countries in Asia and is one of Asia's largest regional cellular telecommunications 
providers. Presence of experienced directors and the management team remains a positive for controlled business 
performance, going forward.  
 

Credit challenges 
High commitment to shareholder returns – The company’s dividend payout has generally remained high. This along with 

declining margins and largely stagnant revenues (till FY2019), have led to reduced cash accruals, hence necessitating debt 

funding to finance the incremental capex requirements. The average dividend declared in the last five fiscals (ending 

mid-July 2020) was ~94% of the average profit reported during the period (excluding the impact of sizeable CGT in 

FY2019). Any sizeable increment in dividend payout going forward would impact the company’s financial metrices and 

hence might have a bearing over the ratings assigned. 

 

High capex/trade payables leading to weak current ratio – Ncell carries sizeable payables to capex as well as trade 

creditors in its books at ~NPR 14 billion as of mid-July 2020, pressurising its current ratio, which stood at 0.59 times as 

on the same date. Though the implementation timelines and payment terms for the capex creditors (which comprises 

the major chunk of overall payables) are quite elongated, any uneven payment timelines of the same could put pressure 

on the interim liquidity. However, the company’s ability to source the capex funding without availing additional bank 

funding remains a positive. 

 
Declining per-user revenue metrics leading to a largely stagnant revenue base – With the increasing access of 
broadband internet, Ncell’s voice and data ARPU has been reporting a gradual decline over the years. A decline in voice 
ARPU was mainly due to the shrinking ILD revenues (~16% annualised decline from FY2015 to FY2019), which is an 
industry phenomenon, while the local voice revenues had still been reporting a low growth (~2% annualised growth from 
FY2015 to FY2019). Despite a decline in data ARPU, the 4G subscriber base has increased steadily, which contributed to 
~24% growth in data revenues from FY2015 to FY2019. Despite a growth in other segments, the overall revenues 
remained largely stagnant over this period. With the Covid-19 induced lockdown in the last four months of FY2020, the 
company witnessed a slight drop in voice usage while the data usage increased. However, the revenue performance 
remained impacted for the year (~15% degrowth in overall revenues), mainly on account of declining ARPU and the 
company’s stance of offering sizeable voice and data bonuses to its customers during the lockdown. Ncell’s ability to 
maintain/improve its ARPU metrics and further improve subscriber penetration across voice and data would remain 
crucial. 
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Risk of regulatory changes and technological obsolescence – The telecom industry in general is susceptible to any 

significant changes in Government policies, which could have a bearing on the performance of the company. Further, the 

company needs to ensure high amounts of regular capex to upgrade its services/quality. These investments are also 

subject to technological risks arising from advancements in the field of telecommunications technology.  

 

Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company   
Incorporated in 2001 as Spice Nepal Private Limited, the company started its commercial operations from September 

2005 as the first private sector GSM telecom operator of Nepal, under the brand name, Mero Mobile. In September 2008, 

European telecom giant, Teliasonera, acquired a controlling stake in the company and the brand name was changed to 

Ncell in March 2010, followed by the change in the company’s name to Ncell Private Limited. On April 12, 2016, the 

company became a part of the Axiata Group Berhad, when the Group bought 100% shares of Reynolds Holding Limited 

of West Indies, which holds a 80% stake in the company (the rest 20% stake is held by Sunivera Capital Venture P. Ltd of 

Nepal). The company’s name was again changed to Ncell Axiata Limited (Ncell) along with the conversion to public limited 

company on August 3, 2020. 

 

Key financial indicators  

 
FY2017   

(Audited) 

FY2018   

(Audited)  

FY2019 

(Audited) 

FY2020 

(Audited) 

Operating income (OI; NPR million) 57,102 59,817 55,398 46,874 

OPBITDA/OI (%) 64% 62% 57% 54% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times) - - - 1.0 

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times) 0.8 0.8 3.0 4.9 

Total debt/OPBITDA (times) - - - 0.8 

Interest coverage (times)* 60.0 65.9 88.7 18.1 

DSCR (times)* 51.5 54.2 -53.8 14.3 

Net working capital/OI (%) 13% 14% -65% -49% 

Current ratio 2.03 2.59 0.76 0.59 
Source: Company data  

* Mostly relates to finance costs characterisations as per Nepal Financial Reporting Standards; the company had no bank debt till FY2019; repayment 

for the debt added in FY2020 also starting from FY2021. 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument details  

Instrument Rated Amount (Million) Rating Action 

Long term limits (A) 23,000 
[ICRANP] LA (Assigned) 

Fund-based limits (Term Loan-Existing) 20,000 

Fund-based limits (Term Loan-Proposed) 3,000  

   

Short term limits (B) 4,000 
[ICRANP] A1 (Assigned) 

Fund-based limits (Working Capital Loan) 4,000 

   

Total in NPR Million (A+B) 27,000  

 

 

http://www.icranepal.com/
http://icranepal.com/methodologyPDF/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
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Analyst Contacts   
Mr. Sailesh Subedi (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
sailesh@icranepal.com   
 
Mr. Rajib Maharjan (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
rajib@icranepal.com   
 
 

Relationship Contacts   
Ms. Barsha Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
barsha@icranepal.com    
 

About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licenced 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone: +977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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